We use daily returns to compare the performance predictability of Bayesian estimates of mutual fund performance with standard frequentist measures. When the returns on passive nonbenchmark assets are correlated with fund holdings, incorporating histories of these returns produces a performance measure that predicts future performance better than standard measures do. Bayesian alphas based on the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) are particularly useful for predicting future standard CAPM alphas. Over our sample period, priors consistent with moderate to diffuse beliefs in managerial skill dominate more skeptical prior beliefs, a result that is consistent with investor cash f lows. SINCE THE 1960S, THE ACADEMIC LITERATURE has analyzed mutual funds with an expanding array of performance measures. The majority of the measures are based on ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation of factor model regressions. In two early studies, Jensen (1968 Jensen ( , 1969 uses the single-factor Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Subsequently, performance measures based on factor models have evolved along with the empirical asset pricing literature to incorporate passive assets such as size, book-to-market (Fama and French (1993) ), and momentum (Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) ). See, for example, Ippolito (1989), Elton et al. (1993), and Carhart (1997) . Besides relying on least squares regression to estimate performance, studies typically use passive asset returns that are contemporaneous with fund returns. However, Pástor and Stambaugh (PS, 2002a) demonstrate that mutual fund performance measures need not be restricted to information on fund and passive assets over the life of the fund. Indeed, they find that incorporating a long time series of passive asset returns using Bayesian methods produces estimates of fund performance which are more precise.
SINCE THE 1960S, THE ACADEMIC LITERATURE has analyzed mutual funds with an expanding array of performance measures. The majority of the measures are based on ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation of factor model regressions. In two early studies, Jensen (1968 Jensen ( , 1969 uses the single-factor Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Subsequently, performance measures based on factor models have evolved along with the empirical asset pricing literature to incorporate passive assets such as size, book-to-market (Fama and French (1993) ), and momentum (Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) ). See, for example, Ippolito (1989) , Elton et al. (1993) , and Carhart (1997) . Besides relying on least squares regression to estimate performance, studies typically use passive asset returns that are contemporaneous with fund returns. However, Pástor and Stambaugh (PS, 2002a) demonstrate that mutual fund performance measures need not be restricted to information on fund and passive assets over the life of the fund. Indeed, they find that incorporating a long time series of passive asset returns using Bayesian methods produces estimates of fund performance which are more precise.
The approach of PS (2002a) for measuring fund performance may be particularly well suited to examining another topic central to the fund literature, namely, mutual fund performance persistence. Persistence studies examine whether funds sustain relative performance over adjacent periods. Using factor model regressions and passive asset returns that coincide with the fund returns, Grinblatt and Titman (1992) , Hendricks, Patel, and Zeckhauser (1993) , Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1994) , Brown and Goetzmann (1995) , Malkiel (1995) , Elton, Gruber, and Blake (1996) , and Gruber (1996) all find evidence of mutual fund persistence. However, using a four-factor model, Carhart (1997) attributes persistence to fund expenses and momentum security holdings. More recently, Bollen and Busse (2005) find persistence beyond expenses or momentum across shorter, quarterly periods. The persistence of mutual fund performance therefore remains an open question. Since PS (2002a) show that their Bayesian, long-history factor approach estimates performance more precisely, incorporating their measures in an analysis of persistence could uncover evidence that is not apparent, given noisier standard measures.
We use daily fund returns and the framework of PS (2002a) to examine whether Bayesian alphas predict future performance better than standard performance measures. The intuition behind using the PS (2002a) approach to predict future fund performance is as follows. Suppose that a value fund outperformed a growth fund last year simply because the returns of value stocks exceeded the returns of growth stocks last year. To predict the value fund's future performance, the Bayesian approach estimates the abnormal performance of value stocks, relative to a pricing model, using data that include and precede the recent annual measurement period. In this example, the ability of the Bayesian measure to predict future performance more accurately than a standard performance measure depends on which returns better ref lect future value stock returns, more recent value stock returns, or value stock returns over a longer time period. The Bayesian approach applies Stambaugh's (1997) insight that truncating a set of returns so that all return series have equal length is inefficient. Thus, in this example, the abnormal return of value stocks is estimated more precisely by using a long time series of historical value stock returns. We find that when the returns on passive nonbenchmark assets are correlated with fund holdings, incorporating histories of these returns in a Bayesian framework produces a performance measure that predicts future performance better than standard measures do.
The Bayesian alpha's advantage over standard measures stems in part from the additional data used in its estimation, including both long-history passive assets and also fund expenses. When we incorporate long-history passive assets in a frequentist measure, the predictability of the frequentist measure improves substantially.
We also use Bayesian measures to shed further light on the dynamics of mutual fund cash f lows. An extensive literature examines the relationship between mutual fund performance and subsequent investor cash f lows. Several earlier papers, including Ippolito (1989) , Gruber (1996) , Chevalier and Ellison (1997) , and Sirri and Tufano (1998) , find strong positive relationships between performance measures, including returns and single-and multifactor alphas, and subsequent cash f low. Given its sensitivity to a set of priors, the Bayesian alpha is well suited to further study the behavior of investors with respect to fund performance. By varying the priors used to estimate the Bayesian alpha, we infer which set of prior beliefs best ref lects investor behavior. Our evidence suggests that investors believe managers can earn abnormal returns: Investors choose funds with the highest estimates of past performance and do not invest simply in the lowest expense funds. Such behavior has been generally rewarded, with year-to-year risk-adjusted fund performance net of expenses persisting over our sample period. Frequentist measures cannot use fund cash f lows to infer investor beliefs about managerial skill because frequentist measures are invariant to investor priors.
Finally, we use Bayesian measures to examine whether daily fund returns dominate monthly fund returns for estimating abnormal performance. We find that performance estimates based on daily fund and passive asset returns predict future performance substantially better than estimates based on monthly returns. With daily data, we can precisely estimate frequentist or Bayesian measures of abnormal performance over intervals of 1 year or less. Monthly estimates of alpha, on the other hand, require multiyear measurement intervals-a period of time over which managerial skill and fund factor loadings may not persist.
Although the Bayesian approach in our paper is most closely related to PS (2002a) , it is also related to other papers in the growing literature that employs Bayesian techniques to examine mutual funds. Baks, Metrick, and Wachter (2001) find that particular priors can justify investment in active mutual funds, even for investors who have little belief in either managerial skill or the asset pricing model. PS (2002b) use Bayesian methods to form optimal portfolios of mutual funds, and determine that portfolio choice and subsequent performance are sensitive to the investor's prior beliefs in managerial skill and the asset pricing model. Baks (2006) uses a Bayesian approach to distinguish between performance attributable to the fund manager and performance attributable to the fund family. Jones and Shanken (2005) incorporate prior beliefs about the aggregate performance of mutual fund managers to estimate fund performance. Finally, Cohen, Coval, and Pástor (2005) infer the skill of unknown managers through commonality among their holdings and those of managers of known skill. They contrast their skill estimate with a standard estimate and a simple Bayesian estimate.
The article proceeds as follows. Section I outlines the computation of the performance measures used in the empirical analysis. Section II describes the data. Section III presents the empirical analysis. Section IV concludes.
I. Performance Measures

A. Standard Performance Measures
Fund abnormal performance is often measured by alpha, defined as the intercept in a regression of the fund's excess returns on the returns of one or more passive assets, that is, r A,t = α A + β A r B,t + ε A,t ,
where r A,t is the time-t excess return of fund A, r B,t is the time-t excess return of the passive asset(s), and α A is the fund's alpha. The single-factor CAPM consists of one passive asset, the excess return on the market portfolio. However, the ability of the market portfolio to price all assets accurately has been called into question frequently over the last two decades. Passive portfolios composed of small stocks (Banz (1981) ), high book-to-market stocks (Fama and French (1992) ), and stocks with high past returns (Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) ) produce positive returns after controlling for market risk. Consequently, a positive single-factor alpha could represent holdings in these passive assets (see Elton et al. (1993) ), rather than skill in selecting specific securities. To address this issue, multifactor specifications include additional passive indices in r B,t . Fama and French (1993) augment the market portfolio with size and book-to-market factors, and Carhart (1997) includes momentum as a fourth passive asset.
We refer to the one, three, and four passive assets in the CAPM, FamaFrench, and Carhart four-factor models as benchmark assets. Although fund alpha is defined with respect to the benchmark assets, the fund may also be exposed to other nonbenchmark passive assets. For the small, book-to-market, and momentum passive assets, the benchmark or nonbenchmark classification depends on the pricing model. For example, for the CAPM (Fama-French) model, the size and book-to-market passive assets are nonbenchmark (benchmark) assets. We classify four additional passive assets as nonbenchmark assets in all three pricing models. The first captures the differential return between stocks with low betas with respect to a book-to-market factor (i.e., growth stocks) and stocks with high book-to-market betas, similar to the factor used by Daniel and Titman (1997) . The remaining three passive assets capture the dynamics of industry-specific returns and are related to the industry portfolios of Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999) .
We estimate the alphas of the nonbenchmark assets by regressing them on the benchmark(s),
where r N ,t are the nonbenchmark assets, r B,t are the excess returns of the benchmark asset(s), and α N are the nonbenchmark alphas. The set of nonbenchmark assets varies with the benchmark model. For example, for the CAPM (Fama-French) model, there are seven (five) nonbenchmark assets, consisting of all passive assets that are not benchmark assets. Regressing excess fund returns on both the benchmark and nonbenchmark assets gives
where we refer to the intercept in equation (3) 
For a given benchmark model, equation (4) decomposes the fund's alpha into stock selectivity (δ A ) and fund style (c A, N α N ), the incremental abnormal return attributable to fund exposure to the nonbenchmark assets. Mutual fund studies typically estimate the standard performance measures of equations (1) to (4) directly from the time series of returns for the fund and for the benchmark and nonbenchmark assets, all over the same time period. Stambaugh (1997) , however, documents the advantages of using prior-period passive asset returns, finding that long-horizon returns provide more precise estimates of the moments of correlated short-horizon returns. In our context, the return history of mutual funds is relatively short. According to Morningstar's Principia Pro, for example, the median age of U.S. domestic equity funds is 4.8 years as of January 2005. Conversely, we can estimate nonbenchmark alphas, α N , using data as far back as the 1960s, the starting point for book values on Compustat. Using the long-period estimates of the nonbenchmark α N in equation (4) should produce more accurate predictions of future performance associated with fund style.
Consequently, in addition to the frequentist alphas calculated from passive asset returns that are contemporaneous to the mutual fund returns (which we refer to as standard measures), we also estimate frequentist measures that use long-history passive assets. For the long-history frequentist measures, we estimate equation (2) using the entire time history of benchmark and nonbenchmark asset returns, which begin two decades before our fund returns. We estimate equation (3) as before, using the passive asset returns that coincide with the fund returns. We then use equation (4) to combine the nonbenchmark alphas in equation (2) with the stock selectivity and nonbenchmark asset loadings in equation (3).
B. Bayesian Performance Measures
The Bayesian alpha, introduced by PS (2002a), provides an alternative to the conventional measures in equations (1) to (4). Similar to the long-history frequentist measures described above, the Bayesian measure uses passive asset returns from periods of time that precede the mutual fund returns. In addition, the Bayesian measure incorporates a f lexible set of prior beliefs about both managerial skill and the validity of an asset pricing model. We use the techniques described in PS (2002a PS ( , 2002b to calculate Bayesian alphas. For consistency, we use their notation. We also use the same set of benchmark and nonbenchmark assets introduced in Section I.A. To estimate the posterior distributions of the elements of equation (4), we first specify a conditional prior distribution of α N , the nonbenchmark abnormal return. Conditional on , the covariance matrix for ε N ,t , we specify the prior distribution for α N as
We use σ 2 α N , the marginal prior variance of each element in α N , to adjust the prior belief in the ability of the benchmark(s) to explain the returns on the nonbenchmark assets. A prior of σ 2 α N = 0 is equivalent to setting α N = 0, corresponding to perfect confidence in the ability of the benchmark assets to price the returns of the nonbenchmark assets. Alternatively, σ 2 α N = ∞ corresponds to a diffuse prior for α N , which allows the data to dominate the posterior estimate. Prior variances between these two extremes signify that the prior belief in the ability of the benchmark assets to price the nonbenchmark assets is centered at α N = 0, but some belief in model mispricing exists. We use an empirical Bayes approach to set s 2 in equation (5) equal to the average of the diagonal elements of from OLS estimation of equation (2) for each nonbenchmark asset.
We construct the priors for the estimation of the skill and the benchmark and nonbenchmark asset loadings in equation (3) 
Following PS (2002b), we set σ 2 δ , the marginal prior variance of δ A , to finite values and δ 0 equal to −1 multiplied by the fund's annual expense ratio divided by the number of return data points per year. Intuitively, we center the priors at a belief that managers possess no skill and that investing in mutual funds will underperform the benchmark and nonbenchmark assets by the fund's expenses. Setting σ 2 δ = 0 implies no belief in managerial skill and is equivalent to setting δ A = δ 0 . Conversely, a diffuse skill prior (σ 2 δ = ∞) allows the data to dominate the posterior skill estimate. Finite prior variances between these extremes allow for varying degrees of belief in the possibility of managerial skill.
The prior variance scale factor, σ
, in equations (6) and (7) controls for fund idiosyncratic risk. Idiosyncratic risk affects the degree to which the skill and factor loading posteriors deviate from their priors. Following an empirical Bayes approach, we set E(σ 2 u ) equal to the cross-sectional mean ofσ 2 u from OLS regressions of equation (3) for each fund type, sorted by investment objective. We also follow an empirical Bayes approach to set the parameters c 0 and c equal to the OLS estimate of the sample cross-sectional moments ofĉ A , again estimated separately for each investment objective. Factor loading priors thus ref lect the average factor loading of the fund type, c 0 , the cross-sectional deviation of loadings across funds of that type, c , and the idiosyncratic risk of each particular fund.
We combine the priors specified in equations (5)- (7) with fund, benchmark, and nonbenchmark returns as in PS (2002a) to produce estimates of the posterior distributions of the elements of equation (4). See Appendix for details. Designating the posterior means by tilde, we havẽ
We use the posterior mean estimates in equation (8) as the Bayesian estimates of alpha,α A , managerial skill,δ A , and fund style,c A, NαN . The Bayesian skill estimate,δ A , more closely approximates the intercept in a regression of excess fund returns on all of the benchmark and nonbenchmark assets as the priors on managerial skill become more diffuse (i.e., as σ 2 δ grows large). Similarly, the Bayesian alpha,α A , more closely approximates the intercept in a regression of excess fund returns on the benchmark assets (i.e., the standard alpha) as both priors become more diffuse, corresponding to large σ 2 α N and large σ 2 δ . With diffuse prior beliefs, the Bayesian estimate differs from the standard alpha because we estimate theα N from passive asset returns that include and precede the standard alpha measurement period. Sunder (1980) and Ohlson and Rosenberg (1982) find significant time variation in CAPM factor loading estimates. Recently, Mamaysky, Spiegel, and Zhang (2003) incorporate time-varying factor loadings in the estimation of mutual fund alphas and betas. They note that even if security returns follow a factor model with constant loadings, fund factor loadings will time-vary when their portfolios have a time-varying mix of securities.
C. Time-Varying Factor Loadings
Therefore, we also estimate performance in a time-varying parameter model, first in a frequentist setting and then adapted to a Bayesian framework, allowing for f lexible prior beliefs. We specify a parsimonious model of parameter variation in which factor coefficients, β A,t = (δ A,t c A, N ,t c A, B,t ), follow a random walk:
Adapting equation (3) to the time-varying parameter model yields To test predictability, we use the time-T coefficient estimates to compute timevarying parameter model alphas:
These alphas differ from equation (4) because they incorporate the most recent estimate of the time-series coefficients for skill and nonbenchmark factor loadings. If the time-varying parameter alphas capture fund dynamics, then they could potentially improve predictability relative to constant-parameter model alphas.
II. Data
The mutual fund sample, taken from Busse (1999) , consists of daily returns on 230 open-end equity funds. Nonspecialized domestic funds are included, the names of which are taken from the December 1984 edition of Weisenberger's Mutual Funds Panorama. To be included in the sample, funds must have at least $15 million in total net assets (as of December 1984) as well as daily net asset values (NAVs) and dividends available from Interactive Data Corporation. The daily NAVs and dividends are combined to form daily total returns. The sample is divided into three investment objectives: maximum capital gains (68 funds), growth (107 funds), and growth and income (55 funds). See Busse (1999) for further details.
Compared to the mutual fund sample available from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) Survivor-Bias Free U.S. Mutual Fund Database, our sample size is small. The advantage of our sample is that it consists of daily returns, whereas CRSP's mutual fund returns are predominantly monthly.
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Daily returns are important in the context of analyzing fund persistence because they allow for pricing model estimation over short measurement intervals. For instance, Bollen and Busse (2005) find that persistence attributable to skill disappears for 3-year ranking intervals. With monthly returns, it would not be feasible to estimate alpha over a short measurement interval.
The prior for δ A in equation (6) incorporates fund expenses. We take annual fund expenses from the 1985 to 1995 editions of Weisenberger. We use quarterly total net assets from Standard & Poor's Micropal to estimate quarterly normalized net cash f low for each fund. We define normalized cash f low as
where TNA t are the fund's total net assets at the end of quarter t, and R t is the fund's total return during quarter t. Our models include eight passive assets, including the market portfolio, size, book-to-market, momentum, a stock characteristic-balanced measure, and three industry factors. The factors are daily in frequency. The CRSP NYSE/ AMEX/Nasdaq value-weighted market return (MKT) proxies for the market portfolio. For size, we use the Fama and French (1993) value-weighted small market capitalization minus big market capitalization (SMB) factor. For the book-to-market factor, we use the Fama-French value-weighted high book-tomarket minus low book-to-market (HML) factor. We take the SMB and HML factors from Ken French's web site. For momentum, we use a value-weighted version of the 1-year high return minus low return (up minus down, UMD) factor. Carhart (1997) uses a variation of this momentum factor at a monthly frequency. We construct our daily series UMD factor following the monthly procedure described on Ken French's web site, except with daily returns.
We construct the characteristic-balanced measure, denoted CMS, as described in Daniel and Titman (1997) , Davis, Fama, and French (2000) , and PS (2000, 2002a) , except at a daily frequency. 4 The factor captures the return difference between stocks with low HML betas and stocks with high HML betas in a multiple regression that also includes MKT and SMB as independent variables.
We use the 20 industry groups described in Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999) to construct three industry factors, IND1-3, at a daily frequency. We first compute the cross-product matrix from the residuals obtained by regressing the excess returns of the 20 industry portfolios on the other benchmark and nonbenchmark assets. We extract the three eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest eigenvalues from the cross-product matrix to form the principal components matrix. To form the three industry factors, IND1-3, we then normalize the rows of the principal components matrix to a mean square of one. See Connor and Korajczyk (1986). 5 To compute daily excess returns on the funds and on the CRSP market return, we use the CRSP monthly T30RET 30-day T-bill return divided equally over the trading days in the month as the risk-free rate. We use a common starting date of July 1, 1968 for all factors. The procedures used to create this factor vary slightly across Daniel and Titman (1997) , Davis, Fama, and French (2000 ), and PS (2000 , 2002a . We specifically follow PS (2002a).
5 Connor and Korajczyk (1986) show that, as the number of assets increases, the normalized rows of the principal components matrix converge to the factor realizations.
6 July 1, 1968 is the earliest date available for the daily CMS factor. CMS uses HML loadings resulting from a 60-month regression of excess stock returns on MKT and fixed-weight SMB and HML factors (see Daniel and Titman (1997) ). The fixed-weight HML factor begins in July 1963, 6 months after the earliest book values on Compustat.
III. Empirical Analysis
A. Methodology
The paper's main empirical procedure sorts funds into deciles based on the mean of the Bayesian posterior alpha distribution or frequentist alpha estimated during a ranking period, and then examines standard alphas of the deciles during the following post-ranking period. Two main considerations determine the length of the ranking period. First, since the portfolios of actively managed funds evolve over time, a short measurement interval should lead to more accurate factor loading estimates. Second, since the precision of the factor loading estimates increases as the number of fund returns used in their estimation increases, a long measurement interval should lead to greater precision if the funds' portfolios do not change substantially over time. Also, after controlling for size, book-to-market, and momentum, Carhart (1997) finds no evidence of performance persistence unrelated to fees over 3-year measurement intervals, whereas Bollen and Busse (2005) find persistence in four-factor alphas over quarterly periods. After considering these issues, we use an annual ranking period. Later, we compare our annual ranking-period results to shorter quarterly period results and longer 3-year results.
For the post-ranking period, we use a quarterly interval because Bollen and Busse (2005) find that alpha persistence deteriorates over post-ranking periods greater than a quarter. With a quarterly post-ranking period, we estimate Bayesian alphas over overlapping annual time periods that begin each quarter during the 1985-to-1995 sample period, and we then examine the nonoverlapping quarterly post-ranking performance of the funds.
Over each annual ranking period, we estimate Bayesian alphas using 11 different skill prior variances ranging from 10 −13 to 10 −3 and eight model mispricing prior variances ranging from 10 −11 to 10 −4 for each benchmark model (CAPM, Fama-French, and four-factor). We find that these variances span the set of prior beliefs that give different posterior mean estimates of the Bayesian alphas. Empirically, σ For each ranking period, we estimate the Bayesian alphas using the daily nonbenchmark asset data from July 1968 through the end of that ranking period. To the extent that a longer history of nonbenchmark assets produces more precise estimates of nonbenchmark abnormal returns (Stambaugh (1997) ), predictive ability is likely to increase over the sample for a given fund as more and more nonbenchmark asset data become available. The post-ranking-period standard alphas of the deciles indicate the extent to which the Bayesian alphas predict future performance. By sorting on the mean of the Bayesian posterior alpha distribution and examining the subsequent standard alpha rather than the subsequent Bayesian alpha, we avoid induced correlation between the ranking-and post-ranking-period measures that would arise from using some of the same historical passive asset returns in both Bayesian measures. We use the same benchmark model in both the ranking-period Bayesian measure and the post-ranking-period standard measure.
In addition to estimating the Bayesian alphas during the annual ranking periods, we also examine two different frequentist measures for each model, namely, the standard measure that uses only benchmark assets over the same time period as the fund returns, and the long-history measure described earlier. The long-history measure uses the same set of nonbenchmark assets as the Bayesian measure. Finally, in one version of our empirical analysis, we incorporate time-varying parameters into our Bayesian and frequentist performance measures. For the Bayesian (frequentist) sorts, we weight the standard alphas in the post-ranking-period deciles either equally or by the inverse of the posterior variance of the Bayesian alpha (variance of the frequentist alpha) from the ranking period. In addition to examining the post-ranking-period alphas of the Bayesian alpha-sorted deciles, we also examine the post-ranking-period cash f lows of the Bayesian-sorted deciles. Cash f lows indicate the extent to which investors use the same type of information incorporated in the Bayesian alphas to determine where to invest.
We evaluate the relationship between the ranking-period Bayesian or frequentist alpha and post-ranking-period standard alpha or cash f low via three measures. To examine whether the relationship is statistically significant, we compute Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the ranking-period decile ranking and the post-ranking-period alpha or cash f low decile ranking. To examine economic significance, we compute the difference in post-rankingperiod alpha or cash f low between the top and bottom deciles (d1−d10). For certain analyses, we also report the post-ranking-period alpha for the top decile (d1). Table I and Figure 1 show statistics that assess the relationship between the mean of the Bayesian posterior alpha distribution and subsequent standard alpha. The table reports average Spearman rank, d1−d10, and d1 statistics for several skill prior variances, σ We estimate frequentist alpha variance aŝ
B. Main Results
B.1. Bayesian Alpha Predictability
where we computeσ δ A ,σĉ A, N α N , and cov(δ A ,ĉ A, N α N ) from 1,000 iterations of a bootstrap simulation. In the bootstrap simulation, we randomly order, with replacement, days in the fund and long-history ranking periods and then use OLS to estimate equations (2) and (3) on the reordered data. The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which Bayesian and frequentist alphas predict subsequent standard alphas. In Panels A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2, for each combination of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their Bayesian alpha posterior mean during an annual ranking period. In Panels A3, B3, and C3, we sort funds into deciles based on their frequentist alpha during an annual ranking period.
For each decile, we compute the standard alpha over the following quarterly post-ranking period.
We estimate the ranking-period Bayesian alphas and long-history frequentist alphas using one benchmark (MKT) and seven nonbenchmarks (SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel A, using three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML) and five nonbenchmarks (UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel B, and using four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) and four nonbenchmarks (CMS and IND1-3) in Panel C. We estimate the ranking-period standard alphas and all postranking-period standard alphas using the same set of benchmarks that we use in the Bayesian and long-history frequentist alpha estimation, but no nonbenchmarks. We estimate all alphas using daily returns. The Spearman correlation measures the relationship between the ranking-period Bayesian alpha posterior mean or frequentist alpha decile ranking and the post-ranking-period standard alpha decile ranking. d1−d10 is the difference between the post-ranking-period standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles, and d1 is the post-rankingperiod standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top ranking-period decile. In Panels A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2 (Panels A3, B3, and C3), we weight the standard alphas in the post-ranking-period deciles either equally or by the inverse of the posterior variance of the Bayesian alpha (variance of the frequentist alpha) from the ranking period ("Precision weighted"). Each statistic in Panels A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2 further represents the mean associated with that parameter (skill prior variance or model mispricing prior variance) over all combinations of the other parameter. A two-tailed Spearman test based on decile rankings is significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for correlations of 0.564, 0.648, and 0.794, respectively. The sample consists of 230 mutual funds. four-factor model. Skill prior variance ranges from 10 −13 , which essentially precludes the possibility that managerial skill exists, to the relatively diffuse 10 −3 . Model mispricing prior variance, which ref lects uncertainty over the model's ability to price the nonbenchmark assets, varies from a high level of confidence in the pricing model, 10
−11 , to a relatively diffuse 10 −4 . The table shows results from equally weighting the alphas in post-rankingperiod deciles, as well as results from weighting the alphas by the inverse of their posterior variance (labeled precision weighted). The figure only shows equally weighted results. The table also shows the relationships between frequentist alphas-including measures that use and do not use long-history passive assets-and subsequent standard alphas.
The equal-weighted results in Panels A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2 of Table I show that the Spearman rank correlation between the ranking-period Bayesian alpha mean decile and the subsequent standard alpha decile rank is statistically significant in each category for all three pricing models. This result For each decile, we compute the standard alpha over the following quarterly post-ranking period. The vertical axis in the figure shows the difference between the post-ranking-period standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles. We estimate the ranking-period Bayesian alphas using one benchmark (MKT) and seven nonbenchmarks (SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel A, using three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML) and five nonbenchmarks (UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel B, and using four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) and four nonbenchmarks (CMS and IND1-3) in Panel C. We estimate the post-ranking-period standard alphas using the same set of benchmarks that we use in the Bayesian alpha estimation, but no nonbenchmarks. We estimate the alphas using daily returns. We weight the standard alphas in the post-ranking-period deciles equally. The sample consists of 230 mutual funds. The mutual fund sample period is from January 2, 1985 to December 29, 1995. The factor sample period is from July 1, 1968 to December 29, 1995. indicates a strong relationship between Bayesian alpha and subsequent riskadjusted performance. The difference in average post-ranking-period standard alpha for funds in the highest Bayesian alpha mean decile and funds in the lowest Bayesian alpha mean decile (d1−d10) leads to a similar inference. Predictability is greater for the Fama-French and four-factor models than for the CAPM model. Multifactor models estimate managerial stock selection skill more accurately than the single-factor CAPM, since they remove more of the abnormal performance associated with passive assets. Thus, the greater predictability in the multifactor models might suggest that managerial stock selection skill persists more than the abnormal return associated with passive assets-a possibility we examine more closely later. For the CAPM and four-factor models, the precision-weighted results in Table I show greater predictability, especially for precise skill priors and diffuse model mispricing priors. For the Fama-French model, the precision-weighted results are mixed, with greater evidence of predictability with the Spearman rank correlations, but less with the d1−d10 differences. Table I and Figure 1 indicate that, on average, Bayesian alphas more accurately predict future standard alphas for more diffuse skill priors. This result holds for all three models. Recall that as the skill prior becomes more diffuse, the Bayesian measure of managerial skill moves closer to a multifactor alpha (estimated using both benchmark and nonbenchmark assets). As the skill prior variance decreases, the Bayesian measure of managerial skill shrinks toward the prior mean of −1 multiplied by the fund's expense ratio. The greater predictability associated with more diffuse skill priors suggests that some amount of managerial skill exists among mutual fund managers and that it persists over time. The implication is that investing in funds with higher estimates of managerial skill produces higher future risk-adjusted performance than investing in funds with the lowest expense ratios (i.e., investing based on the precise prior that managers have no skill). Although predictability is greater for diffuse priors than for precise priors, the Spearman results indicate that predictability shows a slight improvement at moderate skill prior variances ranging from 10 −6 to 10 −8 in the Fama-French and four-factor models. This result suggests that investors should not completely disregard fund expenses.
The relationship between mispricing uncertainty and performance predictability depends on the pricing model. The CAPM results in Panel A of Table I and Figure 1 indicate that Bayesian alphas more accurately predict future standard alphas for precise model mispricing priors, that is, stronger priors that the nonbenchmark assets do not produce abnormal returns in a CAPM context. The Fama-French results in Panel B, however, indicate that Bayesian alphas better predict future standard alphas for more diffuse model mispricing priors. For the four-factor model in Panel C, the relationship between mispricing prior and performance predictability is mixed. The equal-weighted results in Table I and Figure 1 show slightly more predictability for precise model mispricing priors, and the precision-weighted results in Table I show slightly more predictability for more diffuse model mispricing priors.
The differences in the relationship between mispricing prior and predictability across the three models relate to differences in some of the factor risk premia before and during the sample period. SMB, HML, and UMD have average daily returns of 0.0067%, 0.0293%, and 0.0409%, respectively, from July 1968 to December 1984; and −0.0121%, 0.0100%, and 0.0395%, respectively, from January 1985 to December 1995. Consequently, the average returns to the SMB and HML factors before the sample period differ considerably from their average returns during the sample period. UMD, however, shows large positive returns before and during the sample period. For the CAPM model, a diffuse prior allows for positive exposure to all the nonbenchmark assets-including SMB, HML, and UMD-to enhance a fund's Bayesian alpha, even though SMB and HML subsequently do not deliver returns consistent with their long-history means. For the Fama-French model, a diffuse prior allows for positive exposure to five nonbenchmark assets, including UMD, to enhance a fund's Bayesian alpha ranking, and consistently high returns to momentum support such a ranking. In the four-factor model, the nonbenchmark assets-CMS and IND1-3-generate relatively small average returns before and during the sample period.
8 Also, funds have relatively small loadings on CMS and IND1-3 during the sample period. CMS and IND1-3 thus play a small role in determining a fund's Bayesian alpha, and the mispricing prior has less impact.
The d1 results indicate that the precision-weighted post-ranking-period top decile alphas are greater than the equal-weighted top decile alphas. Averaged across all prior variance combinations, the annualized difference (precisionweighted vs. equal-weighted) is 0.35% per year. This result has one particularly important implication. The performance persistence literature generally focuses on two features in assessing persistence. First, post-period ranking tests determine whether relative performance is consistent across periods; the Spearman and d1−d10 statistics emphasize this specific type of test. Second, we look for significant positive performance in the top decile. The reason to check for positive top decile performance is to ensure that persistent rankings are not solely attributable to the persistence of high expense, low performance funds. The d1 statistic measures top decile performance.
In the precision-weighted results, the top decile is positive and significantly greater than zero for many combinations of priors. For the four-factor model, for example, the top decile post-ranking-period alpha across diffuse skill priors ranging from 10 −6 to 10 −3 averages 1.46% (1.83%) per year, with average t-statistics of 3.46 (4.23) when the post-ranking-period alphas are equally weighted (precision weighted). These results are not evident in Table I because  the table reports averages across all prior combinations. The top decile for sorts based on standard frequentist alphas-the type of alpha typically examined in persistence studies-also increases. For the four-factor model, for example, the top decile abnormal performance is 1.47% (1.90%) per year, with a t-statistic of 3.37 (4.88) when the fund post-ranking-period alphas are equally weighted (precision weighted). In contrast, using two methodologies and monthly returns, Carhart (1997) finds insignificant post-ranking-period four-factor alphas of −0.12% and 0.02% per month for his top decile. Precision-weighted top decile CAPM and Fama-French model alphas experience similar increases for both Bayesian and frequentist measures. These results suggest that incorporating higher-order moments of fund performance estimates can improve the ability of investors to predict future abnormal performance.
B.2. Frequentist Alpha Predictability
The frequentist alphas in Panels A3, B3, and C3 of Table I also indicate a significant relationship between past and future performance. The degree of predictability depends on the pricing model and also on whether long-history passive assets are used. For the CAPM model in Panel A, the Bayesian alpha generally predicts future standard alpha more accurately than the standard CAPM alpha predicts future performance, except when the Bayesian alpha is estimated with precise priors against the existence of managerial skill.
A substantial advantage of the Bayesian alphas over standard alphas in predicting future standard alphas stems from the use of passive asset data that begin before the fund exists. By using the same passive asset data as the Bayesian measures, the long-history frequentist alphas level the playing field considerably. The long-history frequentist measures predict future performance better than the standard measures, but not as well as the Bayesian alphas for diffuse skill priors. For example, in results not completely evident in Table I , for skill priors ranging from 10 −6 to 10 −3 , the Spearman correlations between past Bayesian alpha decile ranking and subsequent decile performance ranking are greater than (equal to) the corresponding long-history frequentist Spearman correlation in 29 (three) of the 32 combinations of skill and model mispricing prior for the equally weighted deciles and in all 32 of the prior combinations for the precision-weighted deciles.
The frequentist alphas associated with the Fama-French model in Panel B and the four-factor model in Panel C predict future performance more accurately than the CAPM frequentist measures, which is the same pattern noted earlier with the Bayesian alphas. For the Fama-French and four-factor models, both frequentist measures predict about as well as the best category averages of Bayesian measures in the tables, and the standard alphas predict about as well as the long-history frequentist measures. Table I reports averages across prior combinations, it is not evident in the table that a number of prior combinations exist in which the Fama-French or four-factor Bayesian alphas predict better than the standard or long-history frequentist measures. For example, for skill priors ranging from 10 −7 to 10 −3 combined with model mispricing priors ranging from 10 −8 to 10 −4 , all d1−d10 statistics associated with equal-weighted post-ranking-period deciles are greater for the Fama-French Bayesian sorts than for the standard or long-history frequentist sorts. As another example, for a moderate skill prior of 10 −7 and a precise model mispricing prior of 10 −10 or 10 −11 , the Spearman correlation between the four-factor Bayesian alpha mean decile ranking and subsequent precision-weighted decile performance ranking is 1.000, compared to 0.988 for the frequentist measures.
The advantage of the Bayesian and long-history frequentist alphas over the standard alphas in predicting future performance drops off as the number of benchmark assets increases from one to three or four. This decrease occurs because, as the benchmark consists of more passive assets, fewer remain as nonbenchmark assets. With fewer nonbenchmark assets, thec A, NαN term in equation (8) decreases in importance, both because it consists of fewer nonbenchmark assets and also because it loses the most important passive assets, those that have been shown in the empirical asset pricing literature to best explain the cross-section of returns. In our sample, for example, CMS and IND1-3 contribute much less to the abnormal returns of mutual funds than do SMB, HML, and especially UMD. 
B.3. Fund Expenses
The results in the previous subsection suggest that the long-history passive assets are responsible for most of the predictive ability of the Bayesian alphas. However, the Spearman correlation results in Table I indicate that predictability peaks at a moderate skill prior variance. Since a moderate skill prior allows the Bayesian alpha to combine past fund performance with the prior mean of −1 multiplied by the expense ratio, this result suggests that the Bayesian alphas also benefit from the other piece of additional information that they use, that is, fund expenses.
To more closely examine whether expenses enhance the Bayesian alpha's ability to predict future performance, we first examine the simple relationship between expenses and subsequent performance. We sort funds into deciles based on the inverse of the expense ratio, using overlapping annual ranking periods similar to our Bayesian alpha tests. Next, we examine the average standard alpha for each decile during the following quarter. Table II , Panel A shows the results for all three models of standard alpha. The Spearman correlation coefficient between ranking-period expense decile and postranking-period performance decile is only marginally significant for the CAPM model, and insignificant for the Fama-French and four-factor models. However, d1−d10 is positive for all three models. Overall, the Bayesian alphas show greater predictive ability than expenses alone, especially for moderate to diffuse skill priors.
Using expenses together with past performance in order to predict performance provides another means for examining the effectiveness of expenses in predicting performance. We combine expenses with past alpha in two ways. Both involve estimating via OLS the linear combination of the past annual expense ratio and past annual standard alpha that best explains the subsequent quarterly standard alpha. The first method uses only the immediately preceding alpha and expenses. For example, the first method estimates the linear Table II 
Performance Predictability of Expenses and Past Performance
The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which fund expenses and standard alpha predict subsequent standard alpha. We estimate the standard alphas using one (MKT), three (MKT, SMB, and HML), and four (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) benchmarks for the CAPM, Fama-French, and four-factor model, respectively. We sort funds into deciles during an annual ranking period. In Panel A, we sort based on 1/expense ratio, and in Panel B, we sort based on the linear combination of past expenses and past standard alpha that best explains the next standard alpha. Panel B1 (B2) uses past expenses and past standard alpha from one set (all sets) of prior periods to estimate the linear combination. For each decile, we compute the mean standard alpha over the following quarterly post-ranking period. We estimate all alphas using daily returns. A two-tailed Spearman test based on decile rankings is significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for correlations of 0.564, 0.648, and 0.794, respectively. The sample consists of 230 mutual funds. The mutual fund sample period is from January 2, 1985 to December 29, 1995. combination of the annual expense ratio and standard alpha at time t − 1 that best explains the quarterly standard alpha at time t. The second method pools all preceding alpha and expense data to estimate the relationship between past annual alpha and expenses and subsequent quarterly standard alpha. For both methods, we then sort funds into deciles during the ranking period based on predicted performance using the estimated linear combination, and we examine the standard alphas of the deciles during the following quarterly post-ranking period.
Panel B of Table II shows the results. Panel B1 uses one set of standard alphas and expenses from a prior period to predict performance, while Panel B2 uses information from all prior periods. The results in Panel B1 are mixed. When we use the CAPM model, a significant negative relationship exists between predicted performance and actual future performance. With the Fama-French and four-factor models, however, the relationship is positive and statistically significant. In Panel B2, using all prior periods enhances the accuracy of the prediction, and in all three models a statistically significant positive relationship exists between predicted and actual future performance. Only for the FamaFrench model using all prior-period data, however, is the d1−d10 spread as large as it is when sorting on past alpha alone or when sorting on Bayesian alphas based on moderate to diffuse skill priors.
11 Thus, although expenses do not appear to be the primary predictor of future performance, these results suggest that they provide incremental information. Table III repeats the analysis of Table I , except that it does not use nonbenchmark assets in the Bayesian alpha estimation. In the absence of nonbenchmark assets, no model mispricing prior exists. Comparing the CAPM model results to the earlier results based on nonbenchmark assets, we see two important differences. First, predictability is much smaller without nonbenchmarks than with nonbenchmarks. Second, without nonbenchmarks, predictability sharply peaks at a moderate skill prior variance. Recall that the Spearman correlations in Table I show a subtler peak at a moderate skill prior variance. We can best explain these contrasting results in the context of Stambaugh (1997) . With no nonbenchmark assets, the Bayesian alpha in Table III can use no longhistory passive assets to enhance the accuracy of the alpha estimation and no nonbenchmarks to improve the precision of the skill estimate. In contrast, the CAPM Bayesian estimate in Table I uses seven nonbenchmarks. Ultimately, predictability for the Bayesian alpha without nonbenchmarks peaks sharply at a moderate skill prior variance because a more diffuse prior weights the imprecise skill estimate too heavily. The moderate skill prior variance strikes the proper balance between the noisy skill estimate and the fund's expenses.
B.4. Without Nonbenchmark Assets
For the Fama-French model, the most important difference between using nonbenchmarks and not using nonbenchmarks is predictability when skill priors are precise. Predictability without nonbenchmarks is noticeably weaker than predictability with nonbenchmarks. With nonbenchmarks and a precise prior against managerial skill, the Bayesian alpha essentially combines −1 multiplied by fund expenses with the nonbenchmark alphas. For the FamaFrench model, expenses combine with exposures to momentum and the less important nonbenchmark assets. When we exclude nonbenchmarks, however, funds sort largely according to expense ratio (low to high). Since momentum persists during our sample period, the estimates based on nonbenchmarks show greater predictability than the estimates without nonbenchmarks.
The differences between using and not using nonbenchmarks are less important for the four-factor model, where predictability depends on whether we equally weight or precision-weight the decile post-ranking-period standard alphas. The patterns associated with the four-factor model differ from the 11 Bayesian alphas based on a number of prior combinations show greater predictability than the forecasts based on expenses and performance, including those noted earlier for the Fama-French model for skill priors ranging from 10 −7 to 10 −3 combined with model mispricing priors ranging from 10 −8 to 10 −4 .
Table III Performance Predictability of Bayesian versus Frequentist Alphas, without Nonbenchmarks
The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which Bayesian and frequentist alphas predict subsequent standard alphas. In Panels A1, B1, and C1, for each skill prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their Bayesian alpha posterior mean during an annual ranking period. In Panels A2, B2, and C2, we sort funds into deciles based on their frequentist alpha during an annual ranking period. For each decile, we compute the standard alpha over the following quarterly postranking period. We estimate the Bayesian and frequentist alphas using one (MKT; Panel A), three (MKT, SMB, and HML; Panel B), or four (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD; Panel C) benchmarks and no nonbenchmarks. We estimate all alphas using daily returns. The Spearman correlation measures the relationship between the ranking-period Bayesian alpha posterior mean or frequentist alpha decile ranking and the post-ranking-period standard alpha decile ranking. d1−d10 is the difference between the post-ranking-period standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top and bottom rankingperiod deciles. In Panels A1, B1, and C1 (Panels A2, B2, and C2), we weight the standard alphas in the post-ranking-period deciles either equally or by the inverse of the posterior variance of the Bayesian alpha (variance of the frequentist alpha) from the ranking period ("Precision weighted" Fama-French model because, in the four-factor model, a large source of the predictable nonbenchmark asset return-the momentum factor-is no longer a nonbenchmark asset.
C. Methodology Modifications
C.1. Data Frequency and Ranking Period Interval
Our empirical methodology examines the relationship between Bayesian alphas estimated over a 1-year ranking period and subsequent standard quarterly alphas. We next examine the sensitivity of our results to the length of the ranking period and also to the frequency of the fund and factor returns. We compare the annual ranking period to a quarterly ranking period as well as to a 3-year ranking period. As with the annual ranking period analysis, the quarterly ranking period analysis uses daily frequency returns. The 3-year ranking period analysis uses daily returns as well as monthly returns, compounded from the daily returns. It would not be feasible to use monthly returns in conjunction with ranking periods shorter than approximately 3 years because the small number of monthly returns would preclude efficient estimation of alpha.
For the quarterly analysis, we use nonoverlapping quarterly ranking periods. For the 3-year analysis, we use overlapping 3-year ranking periods. For both alternative ranking period lengths, we maintain the nonoverlapping quarterly post-ranking period and use the same post-ranking-period standard alphas used earlier. In the 3-year monthly analysis, the frequency of the return data necessitates some slight modifications to the Bayesian estimation for proper comparison to the daily analysis. In particular, we multiply the skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance by 21, the average number of trading days per month. Also, the skill prior mean equals −1 multiplied by the expense ratio divided by 12; in the daily analysis, we divide by 252. Table IV shows that, regardless of the pricing model, the annual ranking periods produce Bayesian estimates that predict future performance better than either the quarterly or 3-year ranking periods. This result holds for nearly all prior variance categories using equally weighted deciles and for all prior variance categories using precision-weighted deciles. The advantage of the annual ranking period is often dramatic. Using a CAPM benchmark, precisionweighted deciles, and a diffuse skill prior, for example, the annual ranking period results more than double the quarterly ranking period results and are 30% to 40% greater than the 3-year results. Despite the absolute differences in performance predictability, all three alternatives produce similar patterns across different priors and benchmark models. Table IV also shows that the 3-year daily estimates generally show greater predictability than 3-year monthly estimates, except for diffuse skill priors, especially with the FamaFrench and four-factor models.
In an effort to explain why the annual ranking periods dominate the quarterly and 3-year ranking periods, Table V compares the predictability of Bayesian skill and nonbenchmark factor loadings by return frequency and length of ranking period. Panel A shows that, with a few exceptions, annual ranking periods predict skill better than quarterly or 3-year ranking periods. Panel B shows that annual ranking periods also produce better forecasts of post-ranking-period nonbenchmark factor loadings, with higher Spearman correlations between ranking and post-ranking-period loadings and larger d1−d10 differences. A fund's factor loading is the weighted average of the individual factor loadings of its securities. Holdings are subject to turnover, and a longer ranking The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which Bayesian alphas predict subsequent standard alphas for three different ranking period lengths. For each combination of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their Bayesian alpha posterior mean during a one-quarter, 1-year, or 3-year ranking period. For each decile, we compute the standard alpha over the following quarterly post-ranking period. In Panel A, we estimate the Bayesian alphas using one benchmark (MKT) and seven nonbenchmarks (SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3). In Panel B, we estimate the Bayesian alphas using three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML) and five nonbenchmarks (UMD, CMS, and IND1-3). In Panel C, we estimate the Bayesian alphas using four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) and four nonbenchmarks . In each panel, we estimate the post-ranking-period standard alphas using the same set of benchmarks that we use in the Bayesian alpha estimation, but no nonbenchmarks. The one-quarter and 1-year ranking periods use daily returns, and the 3-year ranking period uses either daily or monthly returns. The post-ranking periods use daily returns. The table reports d1−d10, the difference between the post-ranking-period standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles. Each statistic represents the mean associated with that parameter (skill prior variance in Panels A1, B1, and C1 or model mispricing prior variance in Panels A2, B2, and C2) over all combinations of the other parameter. We weight the standard alphas in the postranking-period deciles either equally or by the inverse of the posterior variance of the Bayesian alpha from the ranking period ("Precision weighted" period would likely include a number of assets the fund no longer holds at the end of the period. Such turnover could bias factor loading forecasts. Consequently, among the three ranking period horizons that we consider, one might expect that a quarterly ranking period would best forecast a fund's postranking-period factor loadings and that a 3-year ranking period would forecast the worst. However, a trade-off exists between estimation accuracy and bias. One might expect smaller biases with a quarterly ranking period, but one might also expect larger measurement errors, at least compared to the annual ranking period. An annual ranking period consists of four times as many return observations as a quarterly ranking period and about seven times as many as a 3-year ranking period based on monthly returns. Thus, although it is not ex ante clear which ranking period length is optimal, the results in Table V suggest that the annual ranking period offers the best balance between the number of return observations and the time period length. 
Predictability of Bayesian Skill and Nonbenchmark Factor Loadings, by Returns Frequency and Length of Ranking Period
The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which Bayesian skill and nonbenchmark factor loadings predict subsequent fund skill and nonbenchmark factor loadings. For each combination of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their Bayesian posterior skill (Panel A) or nonbenchmark factor loading (Panel B) during a one-quarter, 1-year, or 3-year ranking period. For each decile, we compute skill or nonbenchmark factor loading over the following quarterly post-ranking period. In Panel A, we estimate skill using eight factors (MKT, SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3). In Panel B, SMB and HML are nonbenchmark assets in the CAPM model, UMD is a nonbenchmark asset in the CAPM and Fama-French models, and CMS and IND1-3 are nonbenchmark assets in the CAPM, Fama-French, and four-factor models. The one-quarter and 1-year ranking periods use daily returns, and the 3-year ranking period uses either daily or monthly returns. The post-ranking periods use daily returns. The Spearman correlation measures the relationship between the ranking-period Bayesian posterior skill or nonbenchmark factor loading decile ranking and the post-ranking-period skill or nonbenchmark factor loading decile ranking. d1−d10 is the difference between the post-ranking-period skill or nonbenchmark factor loading for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles. In Panel B, the statistics represent the mean over all skill prior variances. We equal weight the skill and factor loadings in the post-ranking-period deciles. A two-tailed Spearman test based on decile rankings is significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for correlations of 0.564, 0.648, and 0.794, respectively. 
C.2. Time-Varying Factor Loadings
Motivated by the results in Table V , we examine next whether Bayesian and frequentist models that directly incorporate time-varying factor loadings improve predictability. The Gibbs sampler estimation method required in the Bayesian time-varying parameter model is computer intensive, and estimation using daily data is currently not feasible due to the large size of the matrices involved. However, we estimate the Bayesian time-varying model using monthly data. For comparison purposes, we also estimate the frequentist time-varying parameter model using monthly data. Comparing the time-varying results to constant-parameter estimates provides insight into the ability of a time-varying parameter model to improve performance predictability. Table VI shows the time-varying parameter results. We estimate the timevarying parameter alpha, α A,T , in equation (11) using combinations of priors that span those used in the constant-parameter Bayesian model. We then compare the performance predictability of the monthly time-varying model with daily and monthly constant-parameter models, which we also show in Table VI. 12 With a few exceptions, the Bayesian time-varying results indicate greater predictability than the Bayesian constant-parameter results, regardless of the predictability statistic. In many instances, the improvement is dramatic. These results suggest that models which recognize the dynamic nature of mutual fund holdings improve predictability.
The frequentist results shown in Table VI are mixed. The time-varying parameter results show greater predictability using the d1−d10 measure for the CAPM and four-factor models, but less predictability using the Spearman measure. Thus, we are unable to draw any general conclusion regarding the superiority of a time-varying parameter model in a frequentist setting.
C.3. Length of Historical Factor Data
In addition to examining the sensitivity of the results to the length of the ranking period, we also examine the sensitivity of the results to the amount of historical factor data used. Thus far, we base the Bayesian estimates on the entire history of daily nonbenchmark factor returns, which begin in July 1968. We now examine the main predictability results for Bayesian alphas based on the past 2, 5, 10, and 20 years of historical factor data. Table VII, Panel A shows the Spearman and d1−d10 statistics for each historical factor length (including the entire history). Each statistic in the table corresponds to the average across all combinations of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance.
The results indicate that the range of historical factor data used to estimate the Bayesian alphas does affect how well the Bayesian measures predict future performance. Four of the six columns of results in Panel A show the greatest predictability statistic for estimates based on the entire history of nonbenchmark factor returns. For the other two columns, 10 and 20 years of historical data produce the highest statistics. In all cases, the statistics based on the entire history of historical data are greater than the statistics based on 2 years of historical data. Stambaugh (1997) indicates that more data is preferable because it permits a more precise estimate of nonbenchmark asset abnormal returns. The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which time-varying and constant-parameter Bayesian and frequentist alphas predict subsequent standard alphas. In Panels A1, B1, and C1, for various combinations of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their time-varying or constant-parameter Bayesian alpha posterior mean during a 3-year ranking period. In Panels A2, B2, and C2, we sort funds into deciles based on their timevarying and constant-parameter frequentist alpha during a 3-year ranking period. For each decile, we compute the standard alpha over the following quarterly post-ranking period. We estimate the ranking-period alphas using one benchmark (MKT) and seven nonbenchmarks (SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel A, using three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML) and five nonbenchmarks (UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel B, and using four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) and four nonbenchmarks (CMS and IND1-3) in Panel C. We estimate all post-ranking-period standard alphas using the same set of benchmarks that we use in the Bayesian alpha estimation, but no nonbenchmarks. We estimate the time-varying (constant parameter) ranking-period alphas using monthly (daily or monthly) returns. We estimate all post-ranking-period standard alphas using daily returns. The Spearman correlation measures the relationship between the rankingperiod Bayesian alpha posterior mean or frequentist alpha decile ranking and the post-rankingperiod standard alpha decile ranking. d1−d10 is the difference between the post-ranking-period standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles. We weight the standard alphas in the post-ranking-period deciles equally. A two-tailed Spearman test based on decile rankings is significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for correlations of 0. The results in Panel A confirm that, overall, the Bayesian alphas predict future performance better when we estimate them using more historical factor data.
The range of historical factor data inf luences the Bayesian alpha via the nonbenchmark abnormal returns in equation (8). Consequently, the extent to which the abnormal returns of the nonbenchmark assets are predictable over various spans of time determines how well various estimates of the Bayesian alpha predict future performance. Thus, for each nonbenchmark asset, we estimate the relationship between the historical nonbenchmark alpha,α N ,t , and the future quarterly nonbenchmark alpha,α N ,t+1 , for various lengths of historical nonbenchmark data, that is,
Since we use overlapping time series of nonbenchmark returns to estimate adjacent observations of the regressor,α N ,t , the time series ofα N ,t is autocorrelated and OLS estimation of equation (13) produces a biased estimate of b. To correct for the bias, we apply the bias correction of Kothari and Shanken (1997) . Then, for each nonbenchmark asset, we compute the mean square error (MSE) R 2 ,
similar to Fama and French (1988) . We compute the MSE in equation (14) between the time series of predicted and actual nonbenchmark alphas. The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which Bayesian alphas estimated using various lengths of historical factor returns predict subsequent standard alphas. In Panel A, for each combination of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their Bayesian alpha posterior mean during an annual ranking period. For each decile, we compute the standard alpha over the following quarterly post-ranking period. We estimate the ranking-period Bayesian alphas using three different pricing models. The CAPM model uses one benchmark (MKT) and seven nonbenchmarks (SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3). The FamaFrench model uses three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML) and five nonbenchmarks (UMD, CMS, and IND1-3). The four-factor model uses four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) and four nonbenchmarks . We estimate all post-ranking-period standard alphas using one benchmark (MKT), three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML), and four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) for the CAPM, Fama-French, and four-factor models, respectively. We estimate all alphas using daily returns. The Spearman correlation measures the relationship between the ranking-period Bayesian alpha posterior mean decile ranking and the post-ranking-period standard alpha decile ranking. d1−d10 is the difference between the post-ranking-period standard alpha (daily percentage) for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles. history of historical data are greater than the statistics based on 2 years of historical data. These results suggest that we can predict future nonbenchmark abnormal returns more accurately when we use long-rather than short-horizon abnormal returns.
D. Performance and Cash Flow
We next examine the relationship between Bayesian alphas and subsequent cash f low. Our primary goal is to determine which combinations of priors correspond most closely to actual fund cash f lows. Are investors skeptical of manager skill, and do they simply invest in low-expense funds? Alternatively, do they focus on high performing funds regardless of expenses? Also, since our earlier results indicate different levels of performance predictability for different combinations of priors, it is interesting to verify whether priors that best predict future performance correspond to priors that best predict cash f lows.
We rank funds into deciles according to raw return and the mean of their Bayesian posterior alpha distribution or frequentist alpha during a quarterly, annual, or 3-year ranking period. We base the quarterly and annual (3-year) measures on daily (monthly) fund returns. We estimate the alphas using the CAPM, Fama-French, and four-factor models. We then examine the normalized cash f lows of the alpha-sorted decile portfolios during the following quarter. The Spearman rank correlation tests the relationship between the ranking period performance decile and subsequent normalized cash f low decile. For raw returns as well as Bayesian and frequentist measures across all three models, the table indicates that investors behave as though they have diffuse managerial skill priors. That is, investors believe that managers can add value, and they invest in mutual funds with the highest estimates of past performance. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient between past performance and cash f low increases dramatically as the skill prior variance increases. The difference in quarterly post-ranking-period cash f lows between the top and bottom deciles yields a similar inference. Furthermore, the table suggests that cash f lows are less sensitive to mispricing uncertainty. Across most model types and ranking period lengths, Bayesian measures based on more diffuse model mispricing priors sort future cash f lows slightly better than measures based on less diffuse priors. This result is consistent with slightly more cash f lowing into funds with exposure to the nonbenchmark assets that produce positive risk-adjusted returns, such as UMD in the CAPM or Fama-French models.
For the Bayesian estimates, the panels indicate little difference in the cash f lows across the alternative pricing models. Bayesian alphas from the FamaFrench model appear to sort future cash f lows more accurately than the CAPM or four-factor models, although differences among the models are small. Since investors appear indifferent between returns associated with managerial skill and returns attributable to style, managers could benefit from strategies that exploit known CAPM anomalies such as momentum.
The results for all three models indicate that long-term performance predicts cash f lows better than short-term performance. For the four-factor model, for example, the difference in cash f lows between the top and bottom deciles The table reports statistics that describe the extent to which returns, Bayesian alphas, and frequentist alphas predict subsequent normalized cash f low. In Panel A, we sort funds into deciles based on their return during a ranking period. In Panels B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, and D2, for each combination of skill prior variance and model mispricing prior variance, we sort funds into deciles based on their Bayesian alpha posterior mean during a ranking period. In Panels B3, C3, and D3, we sort funds into deciles based on their frequentist alpha. The ranking period is one quarter, 1 year, or 3 years. For each decile, we compute the normalized cash f low over the following quarterly post-ranking period. We estimate the Bayesian and long-history frequentist alphas using one benchmark (MKT) and seven nonbenchmarks (SMB, HML, UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel B, using three benchmarks (MKT, SMB, and HML) and five nonbenchmarks (UMD, CMS, and IND1-3) in Panel C, and using four benchmarks (MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD) and four nonbenchmarks in Panel D. In Panels B3, C3, and D3, we estimate the standard frequentist alphas using the same set of benchmarks that we use in the Bayesian and long-history frequentist alpha estimation, but no nonbenchmarks. The one-quarter and 1-year ranking periods use daily returns, and the 3-year ranking period uses monthly returns. The Spearman correlation measures the relationship between the ranking-period Bayesian alpha posterior mean or frequentist alpha decile ranking and the post-ranking-period normalized cash f low decile ranking. d1−d10 is the difference between the post-ranking-period normalized cash f low (percentage of assets) for the top and bottom ranking-period deciles. Each statistic in Panels B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, and D2 represents the mean associated with that parameter (skill prior variance or model mispricing prior variance) over all combinations of the other parameter. We equal weight the cash f lows in the post-rankingperiod deciles. A two-tailed Spearman test based on decile rankings is significant at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels for correlations of 0. reaches a maximum of 8.20% of net assets when using a 3-year performance measure. This maximum is almost double the 4.23% maximum associated with a quarterly measure. These results suggest that investors focus on a performance horizon that is somewhat longer than one quarter when deciding where to invest. Furthermore, the Fama-French and four-factor models indicate that investors use as much as a 3-year performance record. The predictability results in Table IV suggest that a 3-year performance interval is too long; a 1-year horizon produces substantially greater predictability. The focus of investors on a longer performance horizon also suggests that managers should be cautious with respect to undertaking strategic risk behavior over an annual tournament as in Brown, Harlow, and Starks (1996) . A risky bet that loses could hamper multiyear performance and, consequently, adversely affect multiyear cash f lows. Since prior studies also document a strong relationship between various performance measures and subsequent cash f low, it is interesting to compare the Bayesian performance-f low relationship to that of raw return and both standard and long-history frequentist performance measures. Panels A, B3, C3, and D3 report the raw return and frequentist results. Consistent with prior studies, we find a strong positive relationship between standard measures and subsequent cash f low. Consistent with the Bayesian results, we find that investors focus on performance horizons that are greater than one quarter. For the CAPM and Fama-French models, the table suggests that cash f low responds more to the 3-year standard alpha than to any of the 3-year Bayesian or long-history frequentist measures. A main difference between the Bayesian or long-history frequentist measures and the standard frequentist measure is that the former use long-history nonbenchmark passive assets. The greater sensitivity of cash f low to standard alpha suggests that investors are more sensitive to the recent returns of the nonbenchmark assets, rather than to their long-run means. The raw return results provide a similar inference. During our sample period, this focus on standard alpha appears to be a reasonably sound strategy for the Fama-French or four-factor models, given the similarity in predictability between the standard and Bayesian or long-history frequentist estimates in Table I , Panels B and C. Under the CAPM model, however, investors would be better off using the long-history passive assets, as the predictability results in Panel A of Table I indicate.
Recall from Table I that over this sample period, Bayesian alpha means predict future performance best for moderate to diffuse skill priors. Since the cash f low evidence in Table VIII suggests that investors have more diffuse skill priors, this result is consistent with the notion that money is smart (Zheng (1999) ). In other words, during this period, more skepticism would not have paid off .  Table I also shows that predictability, as a function of model mispricing priors, depends on the model: The CAPM (Fama-French) model predicts better with precise (diffuse) priors, and the predictability of the four-factor model is somewhat insensitive, on an average, to the model mispricing prior. In Table VIII , a more diffuse model mispricing prior sorts future cash f lows best for the CAPM model. For this model, the evidence suggests that investors are attracted to certain nonbenchmark loadings that subsequently do not deliver. A more diffuse model mispricing prior also sorts future cash f lows best for the Fama-French model. For this model, however, Table I , Panel B indicates that a diffuse prior is rewarded, probably due to consistently high payoffs to momentum strategies. Finally, no strong relationship exists between a model mispricing prior and subsequent cash f lows for the four-factor model, which is consistent with the predictability pattern for Bayesian alphas in Table I , Panel C.
In results not reported, we examine the relationship between Bayesian alpha means and subsequent cash f lows, where we exclude nonbenchmark assets in the Bayesian estimation. 13 As with the earlier evidence, the results indicate that investors focus on performance over longer time periods.
IV. Conclusion
We use the techniques of PS (2002a) to compare Bayesian estimates of mutual fund abnormal performance with standard frequentist measures. When the returns on passive nonbenchmark assets are correlated with fund holdings, incorporating histories of these returns produces a powerful method for predicting future performance-a method superior to standard measures. Bayesian alphas based on the single-factor CAPM are particularly useful for predicting future standard CAPM alphas, since the CAPM does not account for a number of known anomalies.
We find that incorporating higher-order moments of performance estimates increases the predictability of abnormal performance. Investors who select funds based on performance can improve the future performance of their choices by weighting past performance by the precision of the estimate.
We also examine the ability of time-varying parameter models to improve predictability in both frequentist and Bayesian settings. Although the frequentist time-varying results are mixed, the Bayesian results show improved predictability as compared to the constant-parameter estimates. We conclude that recognizing the inherently dynamic nature of mutual fund holdings can improve performance predictability.
Given their sensitivity to investor prior beliefs, Bayesian measures are particularly useful for inferring these beliefs by examining which priors best predict future cash f lows. We find that Bayesian estimates associated with diffuse prior beliefs in managerial skill predict subsequent investor cash f lows more accurately than estimates based on more skeptical beliefs. That is, investors do not adhere to a strategy of investing in the lowest expense funds irrespective of performance. Instead, they focus on past performance net of expenses.
We find that daily fund returns dominate the more common monthly returns in the context of forecasting future performance. The advantages of daily data stem from their use in accurately estimating risk-adjusted performance over relatively short measurement intervals. Monthly returns necessitate estimating performance over longer intervals, intervals over which factor loadings and risk-adjusted performance estimates may not persist. 
and k is an estimate of E(σ 2 u ), described in the text. Further, PS (2002a) show that, conditional on the data,
where 
